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"Older Man/Younger Man" is a memoir of the relationship between a middle-aged man and a man

thirty years his junior, from their first meeting, through the challenges of living together across a

wide age-gap, to a climactic confession of shame and regret, the terror of loss from a

life-threatening disease - and, ultimately, the triumph of love. This is a passionate, bittersweet story

of a powerful love that transcends gender, bridges generations, defies convention, and brings to the

partners the richness of spiritual fulfillment. The relationship between an older man and a younger

man is one of the last taboos left in our culture's sexual closet. "Older Man/Younger Man" is the first

book to address an inter-generational gay male relationship as a path of spiritual redemption. What

makes this book unique and special is its presentation of the pairing between an older man and a

much younger man as a healthy, successful relationship and as a spiritual journey.
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Non-fiction memoirs aren't always my favorite choice, because they're often spare on the dreamy,

poetic language that I appreciate. But Older Man/Younger Man is a bit of a compilation of 3 stories

and 2 distinctly different writing styles.I'll break down the 3 stories. 1) Joseph's life before Michael



and the beginning of his relationship with Michael. 2) The recent past/present of Joseph and

Michael's relationship. 3) The mystical, through-the-ages-concept that soul-mates have known one

another over the course of many realms and many lifetimes.It was the mystical, magical love

concept that really gripped me in this book, the way Joseph describes with love and a gentle

gratefulness that he is being allowed the experience of this full-filling romantic partnership, a

partnership he has longed for all his life. These sections shine with joy and awe and read like

beautiful poetry.

Joseph Dispenza has penned a masterpiece in writing Older Man Younger Man. It is an inspiration

to read in both the spiritual sense and in how it depicts love, true, unselfish, unadulterated love, can

and does still exist. At times it was hard for me to make myself believe that this heartwarming tale

was a memoir-that it is real. Normally when I read a work that embodies true love, self-sacrifice,

over coming obstacles to form an even deeper relationship between two people, it is fictional.

Having become jaded due to life circumstances, I was revived and felt a sense of renewed hope

each time I would pull myself back to reality and knowing that this love story was and is real. The

spiritual element furthered my renewal of hope and encouraged and prompted me to pursue a

deeper spiritual awareness and to integrate it into my daily life- something I've not done for far too

long. It is difficult for me to fully express the freedom,hope, peace, and call to action I gained from

Joseph and mike and their journey and their love for each other, which transcends not only age

difference but many other societally imposed 'norms' that only serve as barriers from finding true

love, experiencing true sense of self and the denial of one's self in order to fully live a life of

compassion, caring and love. I am now reading God on Your Own. I expect it to be just as

wonderfully written and moving as was Older Man Younger Man. Joseph Dispenza is a masterful

author, teacher and source of inspiration. Joseph and Mike- thank you for sharing yourselves, your

love and your story with those of us who need hope. I feel indebted to you for how your story has so

quickly and meaningfully impacted my life. I extend to you both my highest personal regards and

best wishes. You are two people whom it would be an honor to know and from whom to learn. R.

sanders

I was blessed to notice this book when it was offered for free or I might have missed it. It is a lovely

autobiography of a love story/spiritual journey/healing journey that is possible because of the

author's great love for a man thirty years his junior. A love that is clearly so right for the pair

involved. Few are blessed with the kind of love that the author and his mate experience or at least



few are able to articulate their feelings in a way that is so accessible and palpable. It is written in a

most lyrical manner. Thank you for the gift of your words, Mr. Dispenza.

Aloha.I have just finished this book. I couldn't put it down. What an extraordinary story of deep love

and beauty. I loved the way it was written in the two time periods and they were brought together by

the author.What a journey he and his husband Mike have been on. This is probably one of the most

beautiful stories I have ever read.I loved hearing about their healing processes and watching the

emotional medicine of it unfold with each of them. I felt relief when they finally used progressive

integrative medicine to heal and be well.This book has so many layers to it for me. The deep

respectful kind love for each other. The journey they took. The unfolding for both of them of facing

their fears and living as whole people with each other. Wow. I'm just blown away by this book. It will

stay with me for a long time.Very beautiful. Thank you Joseph for sharing your story. It was

recommended by someone in a group I'm in. Just fabulous.Aloha Meg Amor

Older Man Younger Man was a free download from .It is a journey on its own, it's a mix of

philosophy, spiritual search, religion, sexual identity.I have to be honest and say that I skipped parts,

at points was slow but always very insightful.I marked as non-fiction, the author speaks of his life, as

a healer and as a spiritual advisor.After I finished reading the book I went searching for the Life Path

website.The book is about the Older Man, Joseph who falls in love with a Younger Man, Mike;

almost 30 years his junior.The book tells the story of their relationship and the ups and downs they

go through over those 10 years together.Joseph coming out, facing the fact that he is in a

relationship that it is socially unacceptable, not just because of the same sex but because of the age

difference.Illness, both Joseph and Mike suffer and how they make them stronger as individuals and

as a couple.Challenges, changes in life, fears.Everything they face in their day to day as they

embark on their new life as healers and spiritual advisors in Mexico.I don't know if the book is

propaganda for the Life Path retreat house, it doesn't feel that way. But like I said the first thing I did

was check out the website.It just felt like I wanted to go and visit, experience that peace.I had no

idea the work was about the author's real life and experiences, and that makes it all the more

interesting.
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